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The Mission of the Naval Reserve Officers' Train
ing Corps (NROTC) is to develop midshipmen

morally, mentally and physically, and to imbue them
with the highest ideals of duty, honor and loyalty in
order to commission college graduates as Navy and
Marine Corps officers who possess a basic profes

sional background, are motivated towards careers in
the naval service, and have a potential for future

development in mind and character so as to assume
the highest responsibilities of command, citizenship

and government.

View From
The Bridge

I was pleasantly surprised Tuesday
after drill when my box was stuffed
with articles. It makes the publication
division's job a lot easier if we don't
have to scramble for articles and im
proves the quality of the publication
significantly. Of course, we still have
the problem of my spelling ...but that's
one of life's other little obstacles. A big
THANK YOU to A company, 2nd platoon,
1 st squad; I received at least one article
from each person in the squad. Along
this line, please don't feel slighted if
your article does not appear in this
issue. I am limited by the fact that this
is supposed to be a magazine and not a
book. Consequently, many of these ar
ticles will appear in the next issue.
Don't let that deter you from writing
more articles; even if they are not run,
you get three company participation
points for each article.

I hope everyone had a safe and
exciting Spring Break. Remember
SENIOR WILLS ARE DUE 4 APRIL
89 and ARTICLES FOR THE NEXT
ISSUE ARE DUE 11 APRIL 89.
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Aviation Field Trip
Leroy Hagood

Do you know what AIFT stands from G-suits to SAR(search and rescue)
for? How about SERGRAD, TRAWING,
FAM, FORM, ACM, or SNA/SNFO? Could
you identify a T-44, a T-2 , or a TA-4 if
it flashed across the sky above you? If
you can correctly answer all of the

radios was given as well as practical
what-to-do-in-an-emergency infor
mation.

A quick "ride" in the Altitude
Chamber (i.e. Officer and a Gentleman)

above, you're well on your way to the gave us hands-on experience with the
exciting world of Naval Aviation. oxygen masks, and a final lecture onT h i s E j e c t i o n
y e a r ' s A v i a - S e a t s p r e -
t i o n I n d o c - ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ p a r e d u s f o r
t r i n a t i o n X : 5 ^ \ ? \ u n p l e a s a n t
F i e l d T r i p ^ % T ^ s ^ b u t p o s s i b l e
( A I F T ) t o o k \ ^ \ ? ^ § k \ ^ — e m e r g e n -
p l a c e a t N A S ^ — ^ ^ . ^ y „ c i e s .
C o r p u s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ v _ ' / " ^ - ' " y > T h e
C h r i s t i . A ^ v \ ^ \ ^ ^ y / a f t e r n o o n
N A L O h o p o n ^ ^ = * 2 S ! w % > < * w a s fi l l e d
a N a v y C - 9 ^ ^ * ^ « ^ ^ w i t h t h e
l e a v i n g ^ A d v a n c e d
B e r g s t r o m I 1 S t a g e s o f t h e
took LT. Moynihan and ten midship- Multi-Engine Pipeline. This pipeline
men to Corpus in 40 minutes, not a bad leads to the P-3, EP-3, C-130 and E-6
time for an Austin-to-beach excursion, type aircraft. For this job, the Navy
After checking into the BOQ, everyone uses the T-44, known as the Beech King
prepared for the following day's activi- Air in the civilian world. Every mid-
t i e s , s h i p m a n r e c e i v e d a b o u t 1 5 - 3 0 m i n -

Tuesday began with a lecture on utes "stick time" in the twin-engine
Flight Physiology (the effects and dan- trainer, and the instructors demon-
gers of flying on the human body). Here strated the flight characteristics of the
we learned about hypoxia or the defi- planes.
ciency of oxygen. We were told that it The next day the midshipmen
is the #3 killer in Naval Aviation today, split into two smaller groups of five.
In its more severe stages a pilot fades One group headed to NAS Chase Field
into unconsciousness and the plane, no (Beeville) and the other to NAS
longer controlled, eventually crashes. Kingsville. It was time for some real

The next lecture was on the sur- flying. It was time for Jet Indoctrina-
vival equipment provided for aviation tion.
officers. An explanation of everything Continued on Page 4
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Aviation Trip Continued from Page 3

I was with the Kingsville group
and we were taken directly to be fitted
with flight suits, G-suits, LPUs, crash
helmets, and oxygen masks. Then we
headed to the various squadron ready
rooms.

In our squadron we found a large
room with many tables and many
planes "on a stick." These models are
used by instructors to demonstrate the
maneuvers performed during each
flight. The Advanced Jet Syllabus con
tains familiarization flights (FAM), for
mation flights (FORM), and air combat
maneuvering (ACM).

After being "bumped" from our
first flights, we were rescheduled to fly
in the afternoon. We were invited to sit
in on the briefs with the students and
the instructor as they discussed the
flight plan, maneuvers, communica
tions, and emergency procedures. Fol
lowing the brief, we accompanied our
host instructor to the plane on the flight
line, walked through the preflight, and
then climbed in.

Strapping in, you find yourself
becoming a part of the Naval Aviation
tradition. You scan the instruments,
grasp the stick and throttle, locate the
ejection handlesC'just checkin'"), and
attach your oxygen mask.

My flight included a Section
Takeoff where the planes of both the
instructor and the student takeoff next
to each other, the student trailing
slightly. After becoming airborne, the
fun begins.

The ten midshipmen flew a var-
ity of flights, ranging from "you take the
stick" to FORM flights to full-blown

ACM engagements. Regardless of the
flight, we all found out that jets are jets.
They're fast, nimble, loud, and intense.
The guys who fly them are confident,
sharp, and professional. Any less will
only get you dead.

Many articles have been written
on the best training the best. The in
structors we met, both in jets and multi-
engine, are tops. They are there to teach
the best flying the world knows and
their criticism is constructive and en
couraging.

Overall, the trip was outstanding!
Everyone flew T-44 s and everyone flew
jets, either in the T-2 Buckeye or the
TA-4 Skyhawk.

Being 1/c, I was seeking advice
from the instructors and students about
the future. They said that GPA is very
important to get into flight school. The
AQT/FAR scores are also important.
Once you're in you must continue to
excel, both in academics and flight.
There's also no "best" community
within aviation. From SH-60s to P-3s
and from T-44s to F-14s, each type has
its own advantages.

So, if you know what "the boat" is,
if you have dreams of puffy clouds
beneath your feet, if you love the smell
of JP-5, and you have the discipline to
excel, then you too can become a part of
Naval Aviation. Not for just three days,
but for a lifetime.

Special thanks to TRAWING 4,
TRAWING 3, TRAWING 2, Lt. Moynihan,
and, personally, to Major "Rotor" Peter
son, USMC.

FLY NAVY!!!!
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BATTALION MEMBER OF THE MONTH
January 1989

Midshipman
4/c Gary Ben
nett is the
NROTC Battal
ion Member of
the Month for
January 1989.
He is deserv
ing of this
award for the
following rea
sons:

-292 on Physical Readiness Test
-A & B Sail Qualifications
-1 /c Swim Qualification- Birthday Ball Sword line
- Anchorette Sword line
- Coed Basketball
- Actively involved in Muffers

Biographical Data:
Major: Psychology
Hometown: Ft. Worth, Texas

Midshipman Bennett conducted him
self in a manner reflective of the high
est traditions of the naval service at
the review board.

February 1989

Midshipman
4/c Tim Lam-
pard is the
NROTC Battal
ion Member, of
the Month for
F e b r u a r y
1989. Thefol-
l o w i n g
achievements
and activities

demonstrate the qualities desirable in
all midshipman and reflect the spirit of
this award.

-272 on Physical Readiness Test
- Actively involved in Muffers
- Color Guard Field Commander
- Member of Drill Platoon
- 3.4 GPA

Biographical Data:
Major: Aerospace Engineering
Hometown: Lake Jackson, Texas

Midshipman Lampard displayed su
perior bearing, knowledge, and confi
dence at the review board.

NAVAL ORANGE
Greatly appreciates the sponsorship of
VETERANS OF FOREIGN

WARS-POST 856
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The NROTC Open House Should Be
An Annual Event

Michael Cavil
On 28 February the first NROTC

Open House was held for the purpose of
allowing others to see what we as
midshipmen and officer canidates are
doing now; and what we, as naval offi
cers, will be doing in the future. Educat
ing people on what is expected of future
naval officers, as well as allowing them
to observe us are the keys to our re
cruitment program at the Unit. The
former was accomplished successfully
at the Open House, and the latter is
accomplished every Tuesday when we
wear our uniform. Although the num
ber in attendance was smaller than ex

pected, the attentiveness of the group
made it worthwhile.

I would like to commend all those
associated with organizing the Open
House, especially Col. Smith and his
staff, OC von Mosch and his staff, and
the recruiting officer, OC Mark Johnson.
I would further like to propose that the
NROTC Open House be incorporated into
the battalion's annual activities, and
that the date be set for the beginning of
each fall semester. This action would
facilitate planning and organization
and it could target both UT students and
high school students.

, r
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Terrorism: A Realistic Viewpoint
Brian Welch

Over the last two decades a new
menace to worldwide society has
slowly been developing. It has grown
and matured to the point that it is

scene, terminating the terrorists, and
quickly extracting themselves. The
team's number one priority is to save
the hostages. They are trained to act

almost out of control. The problem is with speed and precision so that the
terrorism. Although terrorism has not terrorists are dead before they even
crept into America yet, it is a constant realize what has happened.This makes
threat to the people of Western Europe it less likely that a hostage will be killed
and the Middle East. We have a funda- in such an operation,
mental responsibility to destroy ter- Many people believe that nego-
rorism and permanently eradicate it tiations should be used to obtain hos-
from our society. As a nation, we can no tage release. However, this inevitably
longer tolerate the brutal and senseless means the terrorists are set free or
murder of our citizens abroad. taken into custody. If a terrorist is let go

The problem of terrorism has a he is only encouraged to repeat his
very obvious solution. When a hostage actions. The prospect of capturing a
situation arises, the best course of ac
tion to take is to have our special forces
perform a rescue operation. The U.S.
Navy's SEALS, the U.S. Army's Delta
Force, Great Britain's SAS, and West
Germany's GSG9 are units that are
specially trained to deal exclusively
with terrorists. These units are among
the most elite in the special forces
community and can be deployed any
where in the world on a few hours
notice to deal with a crisis situation.

The men of these organizations
are very carefully screened and se
lected. They all undergo gruelling
physical training accompanied by rig
orous psychological examinations that

terrorist is equally ominous because it
often prompts another terrorist action
demanding his release. This may create
an endless circle of terrorism, which
presents society with few options short
of the most extreme action.

Although using special forces to
deal with terrorists may seem
overzealous, in reality it is entirely
appropriate. Terrorists are well trained
and dedicated to causing as much insta
bility in society as possible. They are
soldiers who have declared war on the
civilized world, and should be treated
as such.

The use of special forces to com
bat terrorism would also deter would-

determine how they will function in a be terrorists. People are going to think
high pressure situation. These groups twice about affiliating themselves with
practice by creating mock hostage a terrorist organization if they know
environments in which the terrorists that they are going to be shot dead if
must be defeated. This defeat is accom- they are caught participating in terror -
p l ished by rap id ly infi l t ra t ing the Cont inued on Page 8
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B Company Injury Report

Douglas W. Harley

1

Jeffory Sclhwager: Broken leiI - out for
the season
Fraiak LoreMzeia: Broken leg - out for the
season.
Moibert BaiketLtt; Dislocated ankle - out for
at least six weeks.
lames Oslbona®:Broken wrist - out for at
least three weeks.
WMMsim R. YMm: Hole in foot - out for at
least two weeks.

Reshuffling:
Robert Schulz, B-2 MPO, has

replaced Mr. Schwager as B-2 platoon
commander.

Grant Wunschel, one of B-3's
squad leaders, was traded to B-2 for
a future draft pick. Mr. Wunschel has
assumed the duties of B-2 MPO.

David Gleeson moved up in
rank to replace Mr. Wunschel as
squad leader.

George Thompson, the second
string guide , replaced Mr. Lorentzen.
Terrorism Continued from Page 7

Rumor has it that Gary Tissan-
dier, B Company Commander, told his
men to go out and break a leg. How
ever, in an interview, Mr. Tissandier
denied the allegation, stating that he
merely encouraged his men to train
hard for the up and coming PRT.

ist activities.
Another important step that

needs to be taken to end terrorism is to
destroy terrorist training facilities. We
should not sit back and wait for terror
ism to strike us. We should use our
special forces to perform covert opera
tions in which they seek and destroy
terrorist bases. Taking the war to the
i r

terrorists will be instrumental in elimi
nating this world threat.

The people of the world need to
take responsibility to defeat terrorism
and fully support actions against it. By
endorsing the views presented here the
world will come one step closer to per
manently ridding itself of terrorism.

]
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Marine FTX

OBSTACLE - something
that stands in the way or
obstructs progress

STAMINA- strength of
physical constitution;
power to endure disease,
fatigue, privation, etc

These two words
have been defined for all
the weakhearted souls
who did not venture to
Texas A&M for the Ma
rine field training exer
cise. For all those who
went, these two words
will never be forgotten.

The day began dark
and early (0630) at the
loading dock. We had the
extreme privilege of hav
ing Major Vietti drive us
to A&M in his "big rig"
(read:the old grey dog)
and the intuitive NFO

William Avery
abilities of one Mick
Wagoner to guide us. We
safely arrived at the
training area and began
with a few calisthenics
followed by a briefing in
the techniques used on
the obstacle course. We
were then allowed to
practice our new skills
with a couple of run-
throughs. The next phase
was a guided tour of the
stamina course. It was
basically a couple of miles
worth of trails with logs
(to jump over or roll un
der), barbwire ( to be
crawled under), rope
bridges (to be crossed
carefully), tires (to be
jumped through), and a
rope swing (to be used so
one could easily land in
the middle of a mud
puddle). The biggest part

of the day was next - the
0-course, a three mile
run, and the stamina
course one after the
other. It was a tough run
and everyone was
exausted upon comple
tion. We then went back
to the bus for pizza and
cokes. The trip home was
pretty eventful in that
everyone knew a way to
get home and subse
quently the Major had to
deal with 30 back seat
drivers.

The FTX was a lot of
fun, although you really
have to be into this Ma
rine stuff to enjoy it. And
despite the non-aca
demic image of the Ma
rines, we do know the
meanings of both OB
STACLE and STAMINA.

Reminder: Daylight - saving
time

April 2, the first Sunday in
April, begins daylight-saving time.
"Spring forward" by setting your
clocks ahead one hour at 02:00.
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Tenders: The Strong Arm of the Navy
Gregory A. Koenig

Like all machines, those on naval tender's crew. "Just who do these guys
vessels have a tendency to break down think they are, coming down here and
every now and then. The timing of such telling us how to fix our equipment?
events is seldom perfect; many times Why, they have no idea " Itisunder-
the ship's force is not equipped to standable that one takes pride in his
handle the corrective maintenance, own ship or boat and can consider it
Enter in the tender. It is the mission of one's own turf. However, if this attitude
the Navy's auxiliary ships to keep the is taken too far, it can interfere with
fleet's other ships in operating condi- communications and slow down the
tion and to support the Navy's many work progress. After all, the tender
missions at home as well as overseas, crew is a supporting body of skilled

Auxiliary ships include tenders, technicians: more than likely they have
underway replenishment ships, tugs, seen similar problems before. Im-
repair and salvage ships, and other proved cooperation from both sides is
non-combatants. For three months I needed if this problem is to be resolved,
was on one of the Navy's tenders, the My brief duty on the tender was
USS Canopus( AS-34). The Canopus is a a great learning experience. Being on
21,000 ton Simon-Lake class SSBN the tender crew's side of the fence, I
tender, home-ported in King's Bay, hope, will provide insight later in my
Georgia. It has the ability to service career. Assignment to a tender is a
four submarines, two tied to both her shore billet you may want to consider,
port and starboard sides; and if neces- It can provide valuable hands-on expe-
sary, can support two more sub marines rience repairing and working with the
tied to the pier as well. machinery on which your life may

Simply speaking, the tender is an depend,
elaborate floating machine shop re
sponsible for keeping the vessel it serv
ices in operating condition. Whether
your problem requires the services of a
welding shop, sheet metal shop, plastics
shop, carpentry shop, diesel engine
shop, or valve shop, the tender could
provide the solution. If there was a
case when something could not be fixed
by the tender, it was time to get a new
one.

Unfortunately, there were times
when a fair amount of animosity arose
from the submarine's crew toward the
i 10
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Fighter Weapons School
Daryl

The United States Navy's Fighter
Weapons School is known universally byits nickname: Top Gun. This school was a
direct result of Navy pilots' experiences in
Vietnam. During World War II, Navy
fighter pilots had kill ratios of as high as
15:1 against Japanese pilots. In Korea, the
kill ratios were between 7:1 and 14:1. Yet,
during Vietnam the ratios were 2.5:1 at
best and even
dropped below 1:1in some 1968 en
gagements.

In 1968 the
Naval Air Systems
Command told
Capt. Frank Ault to
find some answers
to the problem. He
came back with the
" A u l t R e p o r t "
which included
three major areas
of concern. First,
the air-to-air mis
siles that were supposed to bring an end to
dogfights were a disappointment. The
radar-guided AIM-7 Sparrow had less
than one kill for every ten shots. The heat-
seeking Sidewinder was better, but still
not as good as expected. Second, the rules
of engagement gave advantage to the en
emy. Third, Ault believed our pilotsneeded more realistic air combat training.

Ault's solution to the problem was to
create a fighter pilots' graduate school - a
program in weapons usage and combat
maneuvering. The school started in March
of 1969 with a class of Navy F-4 crews.
Three years later Top Gun became an inde
pendent command. As a result of these
classes, kill ratios went up to as much as
12:1 in 1972. Cdr. Randy "Duke" Cunning-

i

Foster
ham was a graduate of the first class and
used his lessons to become naval aviation's
leading Vietnam ace with five MiG kills.

Top Gun now consists of many air
combat courses. The school's primary rea
son for existing is the Power Projection
course. It is this course that the movies
made famous. This is a five week course
with about thirty hops. There are twelve

fighter crews that take
part in this course at
one time.

Top Gun also
offers a refresher
course to new squad
ron commanding and
executive officers, for

^■'■'■■■^^^■•■"̂ ■■:-"% '̂ -"■■'- ■••-■- *-■" ;aJ
carrier air group com
manders, and even for
an occasional flag
rank. There is a one
week Fleet Air Superi
ority Training (FAST)
class, given to air wing
elements responsible

Tor fleet air defense. This usually includes
two F-14 squadrons and an E-2 Hawkeye
unit. The Navy's F/A-18s are also joining
in this training. A new one week course
called OAST (Overland Air Superiority
Training), is taught over the barren desert
ranges out of NAS Fallon, to both fighter
and attack pilots.

Navy men in the White House
Before 1960, there had never been a

former Navy man who had been president,
nor one who was even a presidential
nominee. Since that time, however, John F.
Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson, Richard Nixon,Gerald Ford, Jimmy Carter and George
Bush have represented the Navy in the
White House.

I T
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Radiation
Gary A.

The subject of radiation and its
relationship to nuclear power is one of
widespread interest and of vast mis
conception in today's society. The
general public, ignorant of many of the
facts, most often believes radiation
comes from one common source: nu
clear power. These ideas come mostly
from the influence that local newspa
pers have on public opinion, by giving
incorrect or insufficient information.
This information, even with only small
incorrect statements, will pass down
from person to person until all.facts
become distorted. Albert Einstein, the
father of atomic power, once said, "With
its abilities of destruction and man's
inabilities to control it, we must con
clude, atomic power is a nuisance to
modern man." Although Einstein's
conclusion seems clear, it can be inter
preted in conflicting ways. "Modern
man' could describe all of humanity or
only those people who control atomic
power. Assuming the term "modern
man" refers to all mankind, the conclu
sion that atomic power is a nuisance on
the basis that mankind knows too little
to make it a useful discovery is unrea
sonable and does not give mankind
very much credit.

Most people today do not realize
that radiation is a common occurrence
of nature. Radiation is simply defined
as energy in the form of a wave. The
four types of radiation are:

is: energy in the

form ox a massless energy bundle,
which travels at the speed of light ,
called a photon;

Beta: energy in the form of
a free electron, free because it no
longer orbits the nucleus of an atom;

NeutfOfli: energy in the
form of a neutron emitted from
the excited nucleus of a radioactive
isotope;

Allplhia: energy in the form
of a Helium nucleus traveling
at a high rate of speed.

All four of these types of radiation are
present, some more prevalent than
others, in things that we commonly
come into contact with everyday. The
sun which emits gamma radiation, ma
sonry buildings and some paints which
give off alpha radiation are all ex
amples of radiation sources we encoun
ter daily. Even a wristwatch, if its dial
illuminates in the dark, is a source of
radiation because of the radium used in
the paint. The presence of radiation
exposure due to nuclear power facili
ties is only a very small fraction of an
average individual's total exposure.

So with all these radiation
sources present, it is important that
people understand radiation and the
effects that it has on the body. Radia
tion and a person's exposure level is
generally measured in rems. A rem is

Continued on Next Page
12 ]
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R a d i a t i o n c o m ^ _ _
any amount of any type of radiation
causing amounts of biological damage
equal to that caused by one hundred
ergs of gamma radiation on one gram
of human tissue. An erg is a simple
measure of energy. The Nuclear
Regulatory Commision has placed a
legal limit on people over the age of
eighteen who work at a nuclear
power facility. The limit was set after
many studies which revealed neither
permanent damage to the reproduc
tive system nor abnormal occurrences
of birth defects in people with such
exposure levels. Although it is true
that cancer risks increase due to
radiation exposure, it is difficult to
quantify the amount that is safe be-

Therefore, it is important that the
general public be well informed of the
sources and effects of radiation. It is
also important to know the benefits of
the discovery of nuclear energy. This
discovery caused great advancements
in the medical community, in the forms
of cancer treatment and laser sugery. It
helps to light our homes and enable
world navies to become more mobile,
because fueling has become unneces
sary. Is the general public "modern
man," or is that title to be given to a
privileged few? Only if the public gets
involved and becomes more knowl
edgeable of the facts can Albert Ein
stein be proven incorrect. Therefore it
is the responsibility of all people to
know and understand the truths about
radiation and nuclear power.

Miss Austin Pageant
William Avery

On 12 February, a number of
Muffers took part in the Miss Austin
Pageant. They provided a sword line
and escorts for the contestants. All the
midshipmen wore their choker white?
with swords and gloves.

The pageant went well! The
sword line and escorts all looked sharp.
A lady in the show was quoted as
saying, "I got more excited when those
men in unif or m ca me out than when the
contestants did." It was toughf or all the
guys to stay in control while amongst
the gorgeous young ladies of the show,
but like true Marines, they endured.

NAVY TERMS

Today the expression
"devil to pay" is used primarily
as a means of conveying an
unpleasant and impending
happening. Originally, this ex
pression denoted a specific task
aboard ship—caulking the ship's
longest seam.

The "devil" was the longest
seam on wooden ships and
caulking was done with "pay" or
pitch. The grueling task of pay
ing the devil was despised by
every seaman and the expres
sion came to denote any un
pleasant task.

13



The Navy's youngest World War II aviator, former LT George Herbert Walker Bush, was
inaugurated as the 41st President of the United States on Jan. 20,1989. Bush enlisted in August
1942, as a second class seaman in the aviation cadet program. After less than a year of flight
training, he was commissioned an ensign and assigned to fly the TBM Avenger with Torpedo
Squadron 51 (VT 51). Bush was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross for actions he took
after his aircraft was hit by anti-aircraft fire while on a bombing mission against a Japanese
radio station at Chi Chi Jima Island, 600 miles from Japan. After sustaining the hit, Bush
continued his run, dropping four 500-pound bombs and inflicting heavy damage on the
station. Later, Bush bailed out of his aircraft safely over open water before his plane went
down, but his crewman died when his parachure failed to open. Bush said he chose to finish
the bombing run rather than bail out early because as a naval aviator he was trained to do just
that. He left the naval service in September 1945 with three Air Medals, and is the sixth out of
the last seven presidents to have served in the Navy.



Our Man
His college softball players
Will be our future mayors
Now they are boys
Enjoying the noise
But we are men
Drinking our gin
We are not players
But we are soothsayers

At poppy time in November
He always does remember
His donations cover the carpet
At our flea market

He stands tall
From winter through fall
Did you know in that foreign harbor
You were fighting for Jim the Barber ?

Comrade Stinson (VFW)

ALL STYLES OF MILITARY CUTS

Monday 0830-1700 in the Wardroom
Tuesday-Saturday 0830-1800
2604 South First (near Oltorf)

442-9988

PROUD SPONSOR
OF JIM'S HAIRCUTS I AND II

AND SOFTBALL TEXAS STYLE
AT THE PLEASANT VALLEY

SPORTSPLEX



Expectations and reward...
USAA makes it possible with a lifetime of service.

Sometimes the car you
want isn't the car you get.
You may be put off by the
purchase price or the avail
ability of the model.
The USAA family of companies can help you change that with
services designed to put you behind the wheel of the car you've always
wanted. For example, the USAA Banking Division offers new car loans combined
with the convenience of banking by mail. And you can price the car you want, buy it
or lease it at substantial savings, and then cover it with an extended service
contract—all through the USAA Buying Service.

Of course USAA has been in the business of providing outstanding value and
service in auto insurance since 1922. That tradition continues today with all of our
products and services.

So whether it's your first car or your fifth, USAA is there with the products and
services you need.
Call us today—1-800-531-8399.
A Lifetime of Service at Your Command.

^ 1
USAA

USAA Banking Division products and services not available in PA. Aulo Lease Service
and Extended Service Programs are available in most states.


